In a hidden valley at the Southern tip of the new world lies a winery that combines the best of the old ways with a streak of innovation and
creativity. Established in 1989, Bouchard Finlayson is located in the internationally acclaimed wine region of Walker Bay in the Western
Cape. The winery began as collaboration between Paul Bouchard, celebrated Burgundian winemaker, and locally awarded talent, Peter
Finlayson. Together they broke the soil, planted the vines and built the cellar that would become world-renowned as Bouchard Finlayson.
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2014 Blanc de Mer

List:

Sale:

178.95

130.00

Varietal: 49% Riesling, 27% Viognier, 14% Sauvignon Blanc
Wine of Origin: Western Cape
Alcohol: 13.43%
Bursting with fruit flavors of mango and apricot with a hint of vanilla. Beautifully balanced
and easy drinking.

2013/14 Crocodile’s Lair Chardonnay

289.95

210.00

Varietal: 100% Chardonnay
Wine of Origin: Overberg
Alcohol: 13.53%
The wine reflects a traditional mineral quality, which is symptomatic of the vineyard’s
restrained location, with floral notes playing the “fresh palate” enthusiasts. The evolution
of this bottling will gradually offer more pronounced nutty and creamy components with
enhanced maturation flavors.

2012 Hannibal Red Blend

504.95

384.00

“90” Wine Advocate

Varietal: 39% Sangiovese, 35% Pinot Noir, 10% Nebbiolo, 9% Shiraz, 4% Barbera, 3%
Mourvedre
Wine of Origin: Walker Bay
Alcohol: 14.82%
Showing both power and finesse, it gives way to gentle flavors of black cherry, spice and
strawberry. While very approachable at an early age, it will mature handsomely over many
years ahead.

2011 Galpin Peak Pinot Noir, 6pk

310.95

234.00

“91” Wine Advocate, “90” Wine Spectator, “90” Wine Enthusiast

Varietal: 100% Pinot Noir
Wine of Origin: Hemel-en- Aarde Valley, Walker Bay
Alcohol: 13.77%
Perhaps best described as most typically Pinot Noir-like in flavor, rich but elegant.
A beautiful wine, deftly balanced with lots of red berry fruit character and pretty floral
aromas. Its inherent balance and fruity personality promises the development of added
flavor and dimensions over a period of aging.
All sales subject to confirmation and availability.
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